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Mark schemes

(a)     charge
1

(b)     (i)      blue
1

(ii)     earth wire
1

fuse
1

1

(c)     (i)      case is non-metal / non-conducting / plastic / insulator

must refer to case / outside of appliance

do not accept plastic coating / covering
1

(ii)     earth (wire)
1

(d)     (i)      60 (W)

P = 3 × 20 gains 1 mark

provided no subsequent step shown
2

(ii)     15

300 = 20 × Q

or

20 = 300 / Q gains 1 mark
2

C / coulombs

must clearly be upper case C accept J / V or As
1

[11]

(a)     (i)      any six from:

•        switch on
•        read both ammeter and voltmeter

allow read the meters
•        adjust variable resistor to change the current
•        take further readings
•        draw graph
•        (of) V against I

allow take mean
•        R = V / I

allow take the gradient of the graph
6

2
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(ii)     resistor would get hot if current left on
1

so its resistance would increase
1

(iii)    12 (V)

0.75 × 16 gains 1 mark
2

(iv)    15 (Ω)
1

16 is nearer to that value than any other
1

(b)     if current is above 5 A / value of fuse
1

fuse melts

allow blows / breaks

do not accept exploded
1

breaks circuit
1

[15]

(a)     230 V
13

(b)     Earth

must be in the correct order
1

Neutral
1

(c)     It is easy to identify each wire.
1

(d)     current

must be in the correct order
1

shock
1

(e)     50 Hz
1

(f)     output = 25 × 16
1

400 (kV)
1
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allow 400 (kV) with no working shown for 2 marks

(g)     It reduces the energy lost due to heating
1

(h)     It is safer for consumers
1

[11]

(a)     increases

accept reaches highest value

do not accept increases and decreases
1

(b)     (i)       increases
1

(ii)      increases
1

(c)     18

allow 1 mark for correct substitution i.e. 12 × 1.5 provided no
subsequent step

2

watt

accept W
answer may be indicated in the list

1

[6]

4

(a)     pin
made from brass because it is (hard and) a (good electrical) conductor

accept copper for brass

metal is insufficient

heat conductor on its own negates
1

outer case
plastic/rubber because it is a (good electrical) insulator

heat insulator on its own negates
1

5

(b)     (i)      live
1

(ii)     makes it hot/warm

melts is insufficient
1
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(iii)     8.7

accept an answer that rounds to 8.7

allow 1 mark for correct substitution ie 2000 = 230 × I

an answer of 0.0087 or 0.009 or 3.0(4) or 5.65 or 5.7 gains 1 mark
2

(c)     a (large) current goes from the live wire to the earth wire

accept metal case for live wire

accept a current goes from live to earth

do not accept electricity for current
1

(which causes) the fuse to (overheat and) melt

accept blow for melt

break is insufficient

do not accept snap / blow up for melt
1

(d)     reduce chance of an electric shock

accept to reduce the risk of an accident

accept prevent electric shock

accept prevent electrocution

accept prevent or reduce the risk of an (electrical) fire

accept an electric shock can kill you

accept it can kill you

accept so you can use it safely
1

[9]

(a)     filament bulb
16

(b)     (i)      6 V
1

(ii)     3 Ω or their  correctly calculated

allow 1 mark for correct substitution ie

6 = 2 × R

or their (i) = 2 × R
2

(iii)    1 A
1

(iv)    6 Ω or their (i) / their (iii) correctly calculated
1
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(v)

Decrease Stay the same Increase

   

   

   

1
1
1

[9]

(a)     decreases
17

(b)     a filament bulb

allow bulb
1

an LED
1
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(c)     Marks awarded for this answer will be determined by the Quality of Communication
(QoC) as well as the standard of the scientific response.

0 marks
No relevant content.

Level 1 (1−2 marks)
There is a basic description of the method. This is incomplete and would not lead to
any useful results.

Level 2 (3−4 marks)
There is a description of the method which is almost complete with a few minor
omissions and would lead to some results.

Level 3 (5−6 marks)
There is a detailed description of the method which would lead to valid results.
To gain full marks an answer including graph, or another appropriate representation
of results, must be given.

examples of the physics points made in the response:

•        read V and I
•        read temperature
•        apply heat

allow hot water to cool
•        read V and I at least one other temperature
•        determine R from V / I
•        range of temperatures above 50 °C

extra detail:
•        use thermometer to read temperature at regular intervals of temperature
•        remove source of heat and stir before taking readings
•        details of attaining 0 °C or 100 °C
•        last reading taken while boiling
•        graph of R against T
•        at least 3 different temperatures

6

(d)     (i)      Q
1

(ii)     (80, 3.18)
1

(iii)    any one from:

•        measurement of V too small
•        measurement of I too big
•        incorrect calculation of R
•        thermometer misread

allow misread meter

ignore any references to an error that is systematic
1
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(iv)    any two from:

•        not portable

allow requires a lot of equipment allow takes time to set up
•        needs an electrical supply
•        cannot be read directly

accept it is more difficult to read compared to liquid-in-glass
2

[14]

(a)  a curve in the first and third quadrants only, passing through origin
1

decreasing gradient
1

8

(b)  any two from:
•   I1 = I2 + I3
•   I2 = I3
•   I1 = 2I2
•   I1 = 2I3

allow 1 mark for each correct description given in words
2
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(c)  3 = I2 × 12
1

 

1

I = 0.5 (A)
1

Q = 0.5 × 60 = 30

allow Q =
their calculated I × 60

1

Qtotal = 60

allow an answer that is consistent with their calculated
value of I

1

or

3 = I2 × 12 (1)

 

I = 0.5 (A) (1)

Itotal = 1.0 (A) (1)

allow Itotal = their I × 2

Q = 1.0 × 60 = 60 (1)

allow an answer that is consistent with their calculated
value of I

coulombs or C
1

an answer of 60 scores 5 calculation marks
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(d)  Level 3: Relevant points (reasons / causes) are identified, given in detail and logically
linked to form a clear account.

5−6

Level 2: Relevant points (reasons / causes) are identified, and there are attempts at
logically linking. The resulting account is not fully clear.

3−4

Level 1: Points are identified and stated simply, but their relevance is not clear and
there is no attempt at logical linking.

1−2

No relevant content
0

Indicative content

•   resistance of LDR changes when light intensity changes
•   when light intensity increase resistance of LDR decreases

•   overall resistance of circuit decreases
•   potential difference across total resistance remains unchanged
•   current in ammeter increases

•   potential difference across fixed resistor increases
•   potential difference across LDR decreases
•   reading on the voltmeter decreases

•   potential difference is shared between the components in series
•   the lower the resistance of the LDR the smaller the share of the potential

difference
•   reading on the voltmeter decreases

[16]
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